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•
Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaße auf Gruppen

17.1. bis 23.1.1988

Die Tagung wurde von Herrn H. Heyer (Tübingen) und Herrn L.

Schmetterer (Wien) geleitet.

Von den 52 Teilnehmern aus zehn europäischen Lindern, Indien,

Japan und den USA wurden 34 Vorträge gehalten. Als Schwerpunkte

der dabei behandelten Themen sind zu nennen: Harmonische Analyse

und Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie auf Hypergruppen; stochastische

Prozesse und stochastische Integrale auf Gruppen; Grenzmaße von

Faltungsprodukten von Wahrscheinl{chkeitsmaßen; strukturelle

Charakterlsierung von speziellen Familien von Verteilungen.

Am Vormittag wurde jeweils ein einstündiger Hauptvortrag über

ein dem zentralen Thema der Tagung benachbartes Gebiet abgehalten:

Statistische Behandlung von sphärischen Daten; zentrale Grenzwert

sätze auf symmetrischen Räumen; Verwendung von Taubersätzen in der

Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie; unendlichdimensionale Drehungsgruppen

und deren Anwendungen in der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie; Bimaße

und harmonisierbare Prozesse. Anschließend wurde in halbstündigen

Pausen Gelegenheit zu ausführlicher Diskussion geboten~· Die in den

Hauptvorträgen dargelegten Anregungen aus mathematischer Statistik

und harmonischer Analyse wurden mit besonderem Interesse aufgenom

men".
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.~
Vortragsauszüge

M.S. BINGHAM

An approximate martingale funetional central limit theorem on

loeally eompact abelian groups

Let G be a locally eompact seeond countable abelian group. All

random variables mentioned will be assumed to be defined on the

same probability space (n,J,p). Let {S o,T 0; O<J'<k , n>1} be an
nJ nJ = = n = •

adapted triangular array of G-valued random variables ·and set S (t I

. n
=Sn,[knt] for O~t~1; let ~t be a random continuous nonnegative

quadratic form on the dual group of G. Then, under certain restrie

tions (involving an approximate martingale condition with respect

to a Ioeal inner produet on GXG), for every F with P(F»O the eon

ditional distribution of (S (t 1 ), ••• ,S (tk )) given F converges

weakly to the distribution ~n Gk with ~haraeteristic fundtion
1 k k.

(y 1 ' • • • , Yk)~E ( exp ( -'2 0 I (eil t 0 - 4l t . ) 0 I 0 Yi ) IF) lf O~ t 1< • • • <tk~ 1 ·
J=1 J J-1 l=J

Corollary: Given a collection of eontinuous nonnegative quadratic

forms eilt on"G with eIIO=O. eIIt1~ellt2 for t1~t2 and V-"ellt(y) continuous
for eaeh yEG, there is a eontinuous G-valued Gaussian process X

with independent increments such that X(O)=e and X(t) has charact

eristie function yt-+exP(-~t(.Y)). (Cf. J.T~eoretical Prob.1(1988))

N.H. BINGHAM

Tauberian theorems in probability theory

The aim·of the talk is to show how Wiener Tauberian theory may ·be.

fruitfully applied in probability theory. We discuss Wiener's First

and Seeond Tauberian theorems and Beurling's Tauberian theorem.

Applications inelude: (i) a five-line proof of Blackwell's Renewal

Theorem from Wiener's Seeond Theorem; (ii) limit theorems for oeeu

pation times .for random walks, linking lim P(SnEA) with ~ensity

properties of A, for positive drift (Beurling) and zero drift (Wie

ner) •
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T. BYCZKOWSKI

Functional methods in the theory of stochastic processes with

values ~n loeally compact groups

We disc~~s an application of functional methods developed in the

context of 'probabili ty theory on veetor spaces for some problems in

the theory of stochastie processes. (1) Invariance Principle:

supp~se that U:jn); j=l, ••• ,n, n~ll is a triangular array of Li.d.

random variables with values in a loeally compaet separable group G.

~ssum~ that s~n)=~~n)••• ~~n) conver,es in distribution to a Gaussian

measure u. Then the random walk s~:t] converges in distribution to

the (left) Brownian Motion on G generated by u. (2) ~~r~One Law:

Le~ (U t ) be asymmetrie convolution semigroup on a complete separa

ble metric group G and let H be a Borel s~bgroup of G such that

ut(H»O for all t>O. Then the generating functional A is of 'the

form A=AHtc(v-6 ), where AR is a ge~erating funetional of a convo-
e

,lution semigreup eoncentrated on H, e~O and cv(H)=O. (1): Let E be

.a· eOQlpIete separable metric vector space and.ll be a Gaussian measure

(in the sense of Bernstein) on E. Then for every measurable additive

functional <t> there exists x€E. such that d(ll*x·)/dll = exp(<t>-~1<t>1I2) and

the mapping <t>~x is one-to-one, continuous and linear.

A. DERIGHETTI

Some remarks concerning the induction cf eonvolution operators

.As a generalization of a theorem of de Leeuw eencerning the p-multi

.pliers (p>1) cf T, we defined in 1979 an isometrie map i" of CVp(H)

~nto CVp(G) where H is a closed subgroup of alocally compact group

G. In this talk we essentially.prove the following results: (1) i

18 an a~gebra ho~omorphism; (2) i depends only on the choice of the

Haar measures of Hand G; (3) i commutes with the action of the

Herz - Figa-Talamanca algebra A (G) onto CV (G).
p p
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E. DETTWEILER

Representation of Banach space valued martingales as stochastic

integrals

,:

Let E be areal separable Banach space and suppose there are given

two functions g:E-+E and p:E-+G(E) (where G(E) denotes the space of

Gaussian measures) which are assumed to be continuous; p is also

assumed to have an additional smoothness property. An E-valued

continuous adapted process X is called a diffusion if the proeess
- t

Y defined by y(t) = X(t)--xO-! og(X(s) )ds is a eontinuous loeal squar.

integrable martingale with (tensor) quadratie variation [yJ (t) =
J~-Q(X(s» ds , where Q:E~L(E' ,E) denotes the eovarianee function

associated with p. Theorem: On an extended probability space there

exists an infinite-dimensional Brownian motion (ßk ) and there exists

a sequence of eontinuous functions Tk:E-+E such that a.s.
t t

X(t) = x o + /g(X(s) )ds + L-!Tk(X(s) )dßk(s) •
o kO

The method of proof is quite different from the elassical argument

for E=Rd and iS.based on a joint paper 'with G. Little in Stud. Math.

1987.

Ph. FEINSILVER (R. SCHOTT)

Operators, stochastic processes, and Lie groups

Starting with a process with stationary independent increments on

Rd , we construct a process on a L~e group via the exponential map.

The expectation values for the group-valued process may be express~

in terms of operator-valued processes (det-erministic). We. present •

the construct.ion and various examples. The main .technieal ingredi

ents are the use of limit theorems on Lie groups (probabilistic

side) and the Trotter product formula (6n the operator side).

o. GEBUHRER

L1 ergodie theorems on KA(G)K algebras

The main properties of the Fourier Eymard algebra A(G) of a locally
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compact group are the following: (i) A(G) is a commutative regular

Banach algebra. (ii) A(G) has the Wiener property: the Gelfand

spectrum can be identified with G and, if I is a closed ideal of

A(G) such that for each xEG there exists uEI with u(x)=O, then I=

A(G). (iii) All points in G are cf spectral synthesis.

Here analogues are studied in the case of a Gelfand pair (G,K).

This is interesting in three directions: The proofs of these pro

perties are not modifications of the proofs of (i), (ii) , (iii). and

they shed light on the structure of G in terms of amenability. A

completely new proof of spectral. synthesis cf the trivial character

is given. It is reasonable to study random walks on the hermitian

part cf the Gelfand spectrum of L'(K\G/K); in this way one can ob

tain a strong ergodie theorem.

w. HAZOD

The compactness lemma' for simply. connected nilpotent Lie groups

The n convergence-of-types-theorem lJ or fI compactness 'lemma'tI was first

proved via vector valued random variables by Billingsley 1966 and

M. Sharpe 1969: Let U ,u,v be probability measures on Rd , let T
n n

be a sequence of automorphi"sms of Rd and anERd • Suppose Uri + lJ' and

TnUn*E: an + v. If u and v are fuII, i.e. not concentrated on a hyper

plane, then {T n } and {an} are relatively compact. This lemma is

the key for investigating the domain of attraction of stable, sem1

stahle, and selfdecomposable measures. If Rd
is replaced by a group

two examples are known: One by P. Baldi for the motion group and

one by Drisch and Gallardo for the Heisenberg group. It is shown

here that the compactness lemma holds for any simply' connected nil

potent Lie group. A measure is called (S-)full in this case, if the

support is not contained in (a coset of) a proper connected sub

graupe

T. H~DA

Infinite dimensional rotation group and unitary group

We start with a white noise B(t), which i5 the time-derivative of
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a Brownian motion B(t). The probability distribution .of {~(t)} is

defined on the dual space of a nuclear space E; it is called white

noise measure and denoted by ~. The Hilbert space L2(E*,~) is a

realization of functionals of B(t)'s with finite variance. The

rotation group ü(E) is a group of linear homeomorphisms g of E such

that Ilg~1I = IIE;II for every E;. Let g* be the adjoint of g; then g$~=~

holds. This property indicates the intimate connection between white

noise and the rotation group. In fact, the rotation group is a

powerful tool in the analysis of white noise. There are three

interesting types of subgroups of ü(E): Finite dimensional rotation

groups; the Levy group which i8 defined by permutations of a given .1
complete orthonormal system .in L2 (R); and "whiskers n .which stern

from a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of the time parameter

space. These subgroups have probabilistic interpretations in the

study of white noise functionals. Complex white noise and the uni

tary group can be treated similarly.

J. HILGERT

Lie semigroups and their applications to Gaussian semigroups

Let (~t) be a Gaussian semigroup on a connected L1e group G with

infini~esimal generator N = xo+x~+ ••• +x;, XiEL(G). Then the closure

S~ of the union of the supports of the ~t is a subsemigro~p of G.

It is the smallest closed subsemigroup of G containing exp M and
+expR Xc where M i8 the Lie algebra generated by x 1 ' ••• ,x • Let G

r + ~
be the analytic subgroup of G generated by exp M and exp R X o ;
then ut(G\G )=0 for all t and so we may assume G =G. Then S 15

II . lJ 1J •
contained in a maximal semigroup Smax unless Sll is all of G. It 18 '

known that llt is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure

for some t iff it is for all t iff there exists no subalgebra:of

L(G) invariant under ad X o and containing M except L(G) itself.

This implies the following propositions: If ~ is absolutely contin

uous and S 1G, then S nS -1 cannot be anormal subgroup of G; if
~ . max max

II is not absolutely continuous and G is simply connected, then

S AS -1 is anormal subgroup of codimension 1. The knowledge ofmax max
maximal subsemigroups of Lie groups now yields S~=G for any abso-

lutely continuous Gaussian semigroup, provided G=KN with K<G compact
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and N4G either nilpotent or complex •. On the other hand under the

above hypotheses it follows immediately that any Gaussian semigroup

on a simply connected semisimple Lie group is absolutely continuous.

F. HIRSCH

On the flow of a stochastic differential eguation

The following problems are considered and some answers (obtained in

joint work with N. Bonban) are given:

(1) What ean be said about the differentiablity of the flow of a

stoehastie differential equation with respeet to the initial condi

tio"n x in Rn, if the eoeffieients are only Lipsehi tz eontinuous ?

(2) 1s it possible to define some "preeise" versions of the flow

such that the usual properties of the flow hold quasi everywhere

instead of almost everywhere (quasi everywhere referring to the

Ornstein - Uhlenbeck capaei ty on the Wiener space) ?

J. KlSYNSKl

A loeal unigue determination property for some elas~es of FeIler

infinitesimal generators

Let M be -a compact C
OO

manifold with boundary aM. A Hölderian ellip

tic Venteel boundary system ~n M is a tripie (W,f,8), where W:

C2 -:CX(M) -+- Ccx(M) , f:C 2tCX (M) -+- C2 - rtcx (aM) are differointegral operators.

"and 8eC 2-
rta CaM) is a non-negative function. Rere O~cx~1, the highest

order homogeneous differential part of W has order 2 and is elliptic

and the highest order homogeneous differential part of f has order

r=O,lor 2. Aecording to Bony, Courrege and Priouret (Ann.lnst.Four

ier 18(1968», the elosure G cf the restrietion of W to the set of

C2-functions u with fu=8Wu on aM is the 'infinitesimal generator of

a FeIler semigroup on "M. To every such semigroup there corresponds

a funetion space type (cadlag) Markov process with state space Mß=

Mu{ß}. We prove that if UcM~aM is open, Gi (i=',2) are FeIler gene

rators arising from systems (W i ,f i ,8 i ) of the described class, and

1UW,='UW2 when restrieted to C2 (U), thenR
G

1 =RG2 and the restriet-G. e '[- '[-
ions of Px

1
(i=1,2) to this o-~lgebra caincide far. all XEM

ä
- Rere T
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is the first exi t time from U and ~ _=a{ Xö1 (B) , An{ t<T} : BeB( M
ö

) ,

t~O, AE~+O ' where the filtrations ~+O)t~O (depending on the

generators G) are that of Dynkin, Markov Pröcesses I, p.108.

A. KUMAR

A dichotomy theorem for random walks on hypergroups

We define possible and reeurrent elements for random walks on com

mutative hypergroups and show that for a large class of random

walks either no element is recurrent er all possible elements are

recurrent and they form a 'closed subhypergroup.

R. LASSER

Weakly statienary stoehastie proeesse~ indexed by hypergroups

An example from statisties is given that motivates the study of

weakly stationary processes indexed by hypergroups. Appropriate

analogues cf moving average processes and autoregression precesses

are introdueed and investigated. Moreover the family of eorrespon

ding shift operators is studied.

G. LETAC

A characterization of the Wishart exponential families by an

invarianee property

A natural exponential family on a vector space E is defined by

{L (e) - 1e <e, x> II ( dx) ; e€ G( lJ )} whe re lJ isa pos i tiveRa don mea s ur e
lJ

on E, LlJ is its Laplaee transform and G(lJ) is the interior of

{e ; 1].1 (e) <ex>}. For p=~..... d;1 or d;1 <p<ex> the Wishart family Fp is

defined on the space E of dxd symmetrie matriees as generated by

II which is defined by I E exp(-tr(6x»u (dx) = (detß)-P for everyp p
positive definite matrix 6. The family F is invariant under the

action of GL(d) on E defined by g (x) =t a
P
x a. We prove that thisa

fact is eharaeteristie of Wishart families: Let F be an expenential

family on E that is invariant under all ga. Then there exists p
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such that either F=F or F is the image of F by x~-x.p p

M. McCRUDDEN

Recent progress on the embedding problem

Let G be a locally compact group and let p(G) be th~ topological

s emigroup of probability measures on G; in the following all ·meas

·ures A,U, ••• are elements cf p(G). The embedding problem asks for

a characterization of those groups Gwhich have the property that

every infinitely divisible U is continuously embedded (i.e. there'

18.a continuous homomorphism tt-+u t of Rt into'P(G) such that lJ=U 1 ).

We write G(u) for the closed 8ubgroup generated by the support of

u and 2(u) for the centralizer of G(u). A connected Lie group G i8

. called weakly algebraic iff (i) Ad G is an almost algeQraic sub

group of the general linear group of the Lie algebra of G and (ii)'

any compact subgroup of the centre of G contains enly finitely many

commutators. Dur main theorem (joint work with S.G. Dani) iso as

folIows: Let G be a weakly algebraic group with. campact'centre.

Then {A: there exists v such that Av=vA=u}/Z(u)'i~ relatively com

pact for every u. Corollary: Any homomorphism t~lJt of areal dir

ected semigroup Sinto p(G), where G i8 a connected Lie group~ 1s

locally tight (.1. e. {U t : t~tO} is relatively compact for all t a).

A. MUKHERJEA

Some observations on' the weak convergence of convolution productse· of non-identical distributions on a set of dxd stochastic matrices

We consider composition convergent sequences (u ) of probability_ n
measures on a'compact semigroup G and', in particular, onsemigroups

of finite dimensional stochastic matrices. Let G be a compact abel

ian s~cond countable topological semigroup and let Un (n~1) be

probability measures on G such that, for all k~1, Ukt1 ••• ~n conver

ges weakly to a probability measure v k • Then (vk ) converges weakly
. 1

to the normed Haar measure of a compact subsemigroupH, f(1-u n (UU- )
is finite for every open set U containing H, and the set of all x

such that Iu· (N (x») = CX) for all open neighbourhooeds N(x) of x is
n

contained"in HH- 1 •
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N. aBATA

Harmonie functions on Hilbert space and the Levy Laplacian

Let H be areal Hilbert space with a complete orthonormal system

(e ) >1. For a C2
-function F defined on an open subset of H put

n n= N
ßF(~) = 1im ~ L (F" (~)e ,e ) if the limit exists; 6 is called the

n=1 n n
Le"vy Laplacian. The mean of F on the -sphere at center t; wi th radius

p is defined by MF(~,p) =lim Isn-1F(~+Ph)dSn_1(h) if the limit

exists; dS 1 denotes the uniform probability measure on Sn-1 which

is regarde~-as a subset of H. Then under suitable conditions we ~'
have ßF(~)/2 = ~1B (MF(~,p)-f(.~) )/p2 • A function F is called regu

larly analytic at ~O if there exist an€SnH (n-th symmetrie power of

H) such that the power series fifa ~tn has positive radius of con-
n

vergence and F(~) = l(an' (~_~oY8n)snH in a neigh~ourhood of ~O.

Theorem: If F is regularly analytie at ~O' then there exists R>O

such t?at MF(~O,P)=F(~O) whenever Ipl <R. Corollary: If F is regu

larly analytic on an open subset U of H then F i8 harmonie, i.e.

6F~O on U. Application: Let EcHcE* be a Gelfand tripla and ~ be the

-standard Gaussian measure on E*. For each feL2(E*,~) we put Sf(~)=

ff(~+x)d~(x). Then from the above result we obtain 6Sf~O (nharmo

nieity of ordinary Brownian functionals u ).

M.M. RAG

Bimeasures and harmonizable processes

Let G be a locally compact abelian group and L~(P) be the Hilbert

space of square integrable scalar functions on a probability space~
wi th zero means. A mapping X: G + L~ (p) is a harmonizable random

!ield if it is the Fourier transform of a vector measur~ Z:B~)+L~(P)
G being the dual of G. If ß(A,B) = E(Z(A)'ZTBT) then ß:B(G)xtB(G)---+ C

is a bimeasure. If ß has finite Vitali variation then X is called

strongly harmonizable and otherwise it is ealled weakly harmoniza

ble. Ir X:G;L~(P;H), H a Hilbert space, new problems arise. Also

the case where G is not necessarily abelian but separable and uni

modular is treated. Operator-valued harmonizable fields on loeally

compact abelian groups are briefly discussed. Finally, ·ir the field

X has ~-moments for 1~a~2 then in analogy to strict1y stationary
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fields IIstrictly harmonizable lf fields can be introduced.

P. RESSEL

A conjecture concerning mixtures of characters from a given closed

subsemigroup in the dual

Let S be an abelian semigroup with involution * and let K be a

closed ~-subsemigroup of the set S of bounded characters of S; K

is assumed to contain the neutral element. A function <t>:S + C i8

called K-positive definite iff (~(Sjk» is positive semidefinite

for each matrix (sok) such that (P(SJok» is positive semidefinite
. J

for all peK. It 1s easy to see that each such function is bounded

and positive definite, and the set P(~,K) of all K-positive defini

te functions is a closed multiplicative convex cone, containing the

closed multiplicative convex cone pb(sIK) of all positive definite
"bounded functions 'whose representing measure on S is supported by

K. Dur conjecture is that (p) pb(SIK)=P(S,K). Theorem:' {~€P(S,K) :

.~(0)=1} is a Bauer simplex whose extreme boundary is the smallest

K containing K such that Cp) holds. The conjecture holds for many

examples, including all ~belian groups, the closed unit interval,

and ·certain K in [-1, 1] =NO•. If the conj ecture holds for all fini te

powers af ~OxBO with usual addition and (m,n)*=(n,m) then it holds

in general by a Hahn-Banach argument.

H. RINDLER

4It Groups of measure preserving transformations

Let G be a lccally compact group acting as a group of measure pre

serving transformations on a standard probability measure space

(X,~,u); K always means a compact subset cf G. We say that property

(E,O) holds iff for every K there is At~ such that Q<u(A)<o and

ll(gAI1A) <e:V(A) far all g€K. Let Vo be .the infimum cf all 0>0 such

that (E,O) holds far all E>~ let VE be the infimum of all E>O such

( ) • LI ~ ~A 1\ A)that E,O holds for. all 0>0; and set V=S~P1Rf~~~ ll(A 1-\.l(A)).
The main ·r~sult states that· either (i) VO"::.VE=V=O; ~(ii) VE=V=2, Vo =1;

or (iii) 0<V o <1 , Ve:=2 , V=O. (ii) implies that }..1 is the only topolo

gical G-invariant mean on Loo(X,u); for o-compact groups the converse
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also holds. V
E

=2 is equivalent to a certain almost disjointness

property; V6 =1 holds iff there are no nontrivial almost invariant

subsets; V=2 is in many cases (but not always) equivalent to a cer

tain almost independence property. Some examples are presented

which might be of interest.

I.Z. RUZSA (G.J. SZEKELY)

Decomposition of probability measures on groups

Inspired by the Delphic theory of Kendall and Davidson. we develop 4It.
a theory of decomposition on certain semigroups. A commutative to

pological semigroup S is said to be Hun, if a-b implies a=b and the

set Ts of divisors of s is compact for all s. We call S Hungarian

if a-b implies a=bu for some unit u and S/- ~s Hun. In every Hun

semigroup and in every M1 Hungarian semigroup we obt~in a decompo

sition of elements into irreducible factars and an extra faeter

that has no irreducible facters. If S is also normable (1.e. for

every s with s2 FS there i5 a homomorphism ~ :T + [0,00) that is con-s s
tinuous at e and ~s(S)FO) then this extra factor is infinitely

divisible. We also prove that (under some technical" conditions) the

limit cf an infinite triangular array 1s infin~tely divisible. The

applicability of the theory fellows from the followi~g theorem: If

'G 1s any commutative topolegical group then the semigroup D(G} ef

tight probability measures on G (with the operation of convolution

and the weak topology) is Hungarian; if G 1s separated by its con

tinuous characters then it 1s also normable. Several furt her examp-

les can be given.

M. SCHURMANN

Representations given by infinitely divisible linear functionals

on -bialgebras

A .-bialgebra is a: *-algebra B which is also a coalgebra (cf. the

book of Sweedler on Hopf algebras) such that the comultiplication

!:l:B+BeB and the counit 6:B+C are *-algebra homomorphisms. The

convolution product of linear functionals on B i8 defined by $1*~2=
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($1&$2)08. If ~ is a conditionally positive hermitian linear func

tional on B with ~(1)=O then the convolution exponential $=exp.W

is an infiniteli divisible state (i.e. for every n there exists $n

>0 such that $ (1)=1 and $=$*n). One can associate *-representa-= n n
tions of B to both of W and ~. The question arises how these *-re-

presentations are related to each other. If B is the free .-algebra

generated by hermitian indeterminates x 1 , ... ,xd then it is weIl

known that every infinitely divisible state $ on B is of the form

$ = exp.W with W conditionally positive hermitian and W(1)=O. Using

the *-representation associated .to l!J i t can be shown that the GNS
representation of an infinitely divisible state maps the generator

xk to an operator of the form f(Ak)takidt(a+a+)(fk ) where Ak is a

self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H, akER, fkEH, r(~k) da-'

notes the self-adjoint operator on the Bose-Fock space reH) which

is the differential second quantisation'of Ak , and a and a
t

denote

the annihilation and creation operators on f(H) respectivel~. A.

similar result holds for the much more general case of a cocommuta

tive graded .-bialgebra.

H. S~NATEUR (J.L. DUNAU)

Characterization of the type of' some generalizations of the Cauchy

distribution

Let G be a closed connected subgroup of GL(n,R), ~ its Lie algebra

and suppose G is semi-simple. Cons~der a Cartan decomposition ~=

J(iJP, a maximal abelian subalgebra A of P, and let 6 be the set':ef

roets; then9=$(~a; a~6), where ~a={XE';' Hx-xH=a(H)x for all REAl.
Choesing a Weyl chamber Wo we define 6 t ={aE6\{O}; a(H»O for' HEWO}'

6_ similarly, N=ED(ga; a€8_), andN=E9(9a; a~6+) •. Let N,N,A,K be t'he

connected Liesubgroups of G corresponding to the Lie alg.ebras .N,N,
A,k. Consider the centralizer M af A in K and 'the 'normalizer'M' of

A in K; then M-'/M is the Weyl graupe Let B =G/NAM. For any gEG~ 'let

i d~note the corresponding element cf B. In each coset of B theie

is at most one ~lement of N; define BN to be the set of elemen~s ef

B corresponding to an element ef N. By the type of a ~robability

measure ~ of B we mean the set of images of ~ by elements 'of AN.
Since B=K/M is compact, the unique probability on Binvariant by K

will be called Cauchy distribution on B; it is denoted by y. Then
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the type of y i8 invariant by G. Conversely: If the type of a pro

bability measure u on B is in~ariant by G and u(g-1(B\BN»=O for

every geG, then ~ is of the type cf y. As an illustration, note

that for G=SL(n,R) B is the set of flags on Rn, and so we obtain a
eharaeterization of the type of the Cauehy distribution on the

flags.

G.J. SZEKELY

Generalized generating functions •

•

g(t) = IPkhk(t) with Pk~O for all k~O and IPk~1 is ealled generali

zed generating funetion if (i) all hk are re~l valued eontinuous

funetions on an interval [a,b], (ii) hO(t)~1, (iii) hk (e)=1 for all

k and. some fixed e, a~e~b, (iv) hkhm = Ien(k,m)hn where en(k,m)~O,

and (v) I Ihk ( t )J d t -+- 0 a S k' -+- CXI. Th es e con d i ti 0 n s i mp1 y t ha t Ihk ( t) I~ 1

for all k and t; thus g(t) i8 defined by a uniformly eonvergent

series. Theorem 1: A generalized generating funetion i8 infinitely

divisible iff it is of the form exp(q(f-1» where q~O and f is a

generalized generating funetion. Theorem 2: The set of generalized

generating function8 with the uniform topology 1s a stable normable

Run semigroup.

A. TERRAS

Harmonie analysis on symmetrie spaees and eentral limit theorems

A naive harmonie analyst's approach to eentral limit theorems for

rotation-invariant independent identieally distributed random

variables X on the symmetrie spaees of G=SL(2,R) and GL(3,R) is
n

given. We use properties of the Fourier transform on G/K, K=SO(2)

and 0(3), respeetively. One also needs the first few terms cf

Taylor's expansion for spherieal functions on G/K. These are simi

lar to expans.ions obtained by James for matrix argument OF O• One

surprise is that the Fourier transform of the limiting density for

the normalized product of the Xn is somewhat different from the

Fourier transform of the fundamental solution of the heat equation

on GL(3,R)/O(3).
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G. TURNWALD

Roots of Haar measure on a eompaet group

Let G be a eompaet group with Haar measure U. Then the following

assertions are equivalent: (a) There ~s a probability measure P#U

such that P*P=~ (b) G 1s neither abelian nor isomorphie to QxE

where Q denotes the quaternion-group and E is a p~oduet 'of 2-ele

ment groups. It is shown that (a) is equivalent to (c): For some

irreducible unitary representation p of G, the real' algebra Rp
generated by all matrices p(x) has nilpotent elements. If (c) (and

(a» fails, then G must be Hamiltonian (1.e. every closed subgroup

cf G is normal). Then Strunkov's classification of (loeally compact)

Hamiltonian groups can be used to prove that (b) implies (a). In

the case of separable G, the above results are due to' Diaconis and

Shahshahani (Proc.AMS· 98(1986); their proof contains several gaps

which are closed here).

K. URBANIK

Limit sets of probability measures

The talk 18 devoted to the study of limit sets consisting of clus

ter points of ~ormalized powers under a generalized convolution of

probability measures. A relationship between probabilistic and

topological properties of these sets 1s established. In particular

it is shown that .an irreducible limit set is generated by a quasi

stable measure ifr it i8 either a one-point set or homeomorphic to

a circle.

M. VOlT

Negative definite functions on commutative hypergroups

For any convolution semigroup on a streng commutative hypergroup K

there· exists an associated negative definite function f.on the dual

hypergroup K which satisfies Re I ~ f (e) ~O. Conversely, for any

negative defini te function f on K wi th Re f .~ f (e) ~O such tha t for

all t>O exp(-tf) is positive definite, we obtain an associated con-
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volution semigroup on K. We give some conditions on negative defi

nite functions f with Re f ~ f(e) ~O which imply that exp(-tf) i8

positive definite for all t>O. The conclusion holds if f is bounded

er if Kis a polynomial hypergroup which satisfies some restriet

ions; examples are given by the double coset hypergroups SO(n)~

80(n-1) for n~3.

R. VREM

LP-improving measures on hypergroups .'Let K be a compact abelian hypergroup with dual K and Haar measure

m. We call a measure U on K LP-improving (1<p<oo) if there exists

E>O such that u*LPCLP+~ Characterizations of such measures are given

as weIl as some contrasts with the group case. In particular, it is

shown that point masses can be LP-improving. Connections with A
p

sets are discussed and applications to compact nonabelian' groups

are studied.

G.S. WAT80N

The statistics of rotations in three dimensions

Orthogonal transformations play a large rele in statistics because

of the prevalence of the Gaussian distribution. But in many fields

of application (geology, geophysics) one is required to estimate

rotations in three dimensions. In one elass of problems one has

pairs of points (x. ,y.) an 8 2 where x. is u. measured with errar, •
1. 1. 1. l-

and Yi is vi measured with error, vi=Aui and all ui,vi have norm 1.

From such data one is required to estimate A (det A =±1 , A'A=I
3

).

We diseuss the ease where x.=u. and the y. are independent and have
2 1. 1. 1

Fisher density on 8 • As shown by Maekenzie, if Mn = (u 1Yj+ ••. +unY~)/

In = LAR', then the maximum' likelihood estimator of A is Ä=RL'. By

writing A=A exp 8, 8'=-8 will have small elements (a 3-vector h), if

the parameters are large; h is known to be asymptotically Gaussian.

Our proofs are much simpler than the previous ones and allow many

further results (e.g. significance tests)'to be obtained easily.
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w. WOESS

A eonverse to the mean value property on homogeneous trees

•

Motivation from elassieal potential theory: At each point x of the

open unit disk D fix a radius r(x»O such that the ball B(x,r(x»

is contained in D. The mean value property (MVP) says that if h is

a harmonie function on D then,' for all x, hex) is equal to the mean

of h, taken over B(x,r(x» with respeet to Lebesgue measure. -A eon

verse to the MVP is then a statement which gives eonditions on the

radius function r:D.-+- H+, such that a positive (or bounded) funetion

h on D which has the MVP with respeet to r must be harmonie. The

homogeneous tree T=Tq cf degree q+1 (q~2) may be considered as a'

discrete analogue of D. The discrete Laplacian on T is given by

Af (x) = f (x) - q 11 l f (y) where the sum is extended over all neigh-··

bours of X; h is ealled harmonie if ~h=O. We now eonsider a radius

fuoetion r whieh assigns a positive integer to each vertex. In this

setting, the MVP holds for harmonie functions on the tree. Theorem:

If Ir(x)-r(y) I ~ 4l(d(x,y» and lim sup 4l(n)/10gqn < 2/3 'then every

positive funetion on T which has the MVP with respeet to r is har

monie. We also have a radius funetion r on T which"does not satis

fy a 'Lipschitz-type condition as above but grows li~early, such,

that the converse to the MVP does not hold. (Joint work with'M.A.

Pieardello)

K. YLINEN

Complet~ly bounded and related random fields on locally compacte groups

Let G be a locally compact group and H be a Hilbert space. Various

elasses of random fields $: G .-+- H are defined in .terms of their co

variance funetions (s,t)~R(s,t)=(~(s)I$(t». If (s,t)~R(s,t-1) is'

the Fourier transform of a so-called eompletely bounded bilinear

for~ on C*(G)xC*(G), '4> 1s said to be completely bounded. If (s,t)f---4

R(s,t- 1 ) belongs to the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra B(GxG), $ is said

to be strongly harmonizable. Strong harmonizability implies com

plete boundedness, whieh in turn implies V-boundedness (i.e., weak

harmonizability). Complete boundedness turns out to have the same
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type cf dilation relation to right homogeneity as V-boundedness is

known to have to hemihomogeneity.

Hm. ZEUNER

Limit theorems for Chebli-Trim~che hypergroups

Für every second cauntable hypergroup K the nation of concretiza

tion is introduced which allows the definition of the random surn

X~Y of two independent K-valued random variables, which is distri- ...,

buted as PX*Py • Specializing to the case of Chebli-Trimeche hyper-~

-.,groups the analogue of Kolrnogorov' s three series theorem (which in

this example is a two series theorem) is stated, as well as strong

laws of large numbers for random walks. In order to do this it is

necessary to introduce the *-expectation and $-variance which

s at i s f y E* (X ~y) =E. (X) + E *(Y) and V*(X~Y) = V'* (X) + V.. (Y) respe c t i v e 

ly.

Berichterstatter: G. Turnwald
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